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Current State Assessment: Intranets
Site Assessments + Content Findings Report
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About this activity
• This audit is intended to highlight the user experience observations of a
representative number of the American Red Cross intranets and identify
the broad themes that comprise opportunities for improvement
• It is not intended to be a comprehensive inventory of the current sites,
or a set of specific feature or functionality recommendations
• These insights will be combined with findings from the best practices
audit, stakeholder interviews, and user research to develop the vision
for the future state of the Red Cross digital platform
• The following sites were evaluated
– CrossNet
– 5 Intranet sites (Greater Kansas City, Dallas, MidAmericaNet, Compass, Greater
New York)
– Select SharePoint Neighborhood (New York)
– Crowd Sourced Audits (Central Ohio Chapter, DelMarva Peninsula Chapter,
Greater LeHigh Valley Chapter, Houston Area Chapter, North Treasure Coast
Chapter, Indiana-Ohio Blood Services, Ohio-Michigan Blood Services)
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Which properties are intranets?
Public
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public / Local

RCO
ARC Blood
Red Cross Store
Donate Now
Measles Initiative
Red Cross Blog
Red Cross Youth Blog
Disaster Online Newsroom
Social Media (e.g. Facebook)

•
•

National / Private
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chapter sites
Social Media (e.g. Facebook)

Private / Local

CROSSNET
ARC Instructors Corner
ARC Media
Direct to Business
Neighborhoods
Third Party Systems (LMS, HRIS, CAS, Red Cell, Lexis
Nexis)

•
•
•

Local

National

National / Public

Chapter Intranets
Chapter SharePoint
Neighborhoods

Private
See the Appendix: Digital Properties for a detailed view of web properties.
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Summary of Observations
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Findings themes
•
•
•
•
•

Usability
Content volume & relevancy
Tone of voice
No “one stop shop”
Consumerization & web 2.0
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Usability
• CrossNet and most field unit intranets do not follow basic usability best
practices resulting in poor orientation as well as information findability
challenges
– Poor interaction design disrupts visual continuity as the user browses content –
i.e. CrossNet lacks smooth transitions when moving from page to page
– Global navigation is absent or presented inconsistently
– Content categories can dramatically differ from one section to another
– Buttons lack rollover or click states denying the user of visual feedback
– Extra clicks are required to view additional content categories where rollover
sub-menus would serve the user well
– Labels do not differentiate internal links from external links or files
– Navigation labels do not match content titles on the destination page
– Search functionality is missing or limited
– Consumable content is often buried seven or eight clicks in, resulting in a
virtually untraceable user path if they need to find the material again
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Usability
Dallas Chapter: Sub-navigation
looks completely different and
relies on users clicking the home
button to see the top level
navigation categories again! The
page hierarchy is limited to two
levels, which helps keep things
simple, but is a limitation, too. In
addition, the header logos are not
linked.

Greater Kansas City Chapter: There is
no search functionality.
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Usability
CrossNet: Sample Click Path
1. Chapter >
2. Disaster Service >
3. Communicate with Media >
4. Respond to Reporters >
5. Disaster Specific Communicator Toolkits >
6. Hurricane Communicator Toolkit Mini Site >
7a. Before Hurricane > 7b. After Hurricane >
8. Hurricane FAQs

7
a

6
1

5
3

12345678

4
7
b

8

2
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Content volume & relevancy
• The volume of content, generally speaking but inclusive of
outdated material, diminishes findability and people’s confidence
that CrossNet, and to a lesser degree the field unit sites, can help
them do their jobs
– There’s no way to evaluate the relevancy of the content other than a time
stamp on the page
– In an attempt to bypass CrossNet’s document graveyard, field unit
intranets often create their own document repositories which require
additional work to populate and maintain
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Content volume & relevancy

The sheer volume of content on
CrossNet diminishes user
confidence.
Field unit intranets like Greater
Kansas City (above) try to solve the
problem by porting documents
from CrossNet to a less intimidating
environment.
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Content volume & relevancy
The CrossNet site map with detailed
view below.
We ran a script on CrossNet for
more than 4 hours and found
more than 6,000 documents and
20,000 clickable links…we did
not complete the process.
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No “one stop shop”
• As individual resources, neither CrossNet nor the field unit
intranets are adequately providing the breadth and depth of
content & functionality needed / desired by end users
– CrossNet content is relevant to field units as evident by the repeated quick
links to its material from field unit intranets
– The unique content and features on field unit intranets, such as birthdays,
anniversaries, and calendars is relevant for CrossNet, but there is no
standardization
– PTO requests, requisitions, conference room scheduling, and facility work
order forms enable business processes
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No “one stop shop”
Greater Kansas City Chapter: Quick
links from field unit intranet to
CrossNet and other 3rd party
systems.

Dallas Chapter: Unique features and
community oriented content on
field intranets.
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Tone of voice
• The tone of voice employed across the Red Cross Intranets
(national & local) lack cohesion and overall does not reflect the
organization’s brand attributes or the passion of its employees
and volunteers
• This issue, amongst other things, diminishes the “One Red Cross”
message and users’ perceptions of these sites beyond a resource
to do their job
– CrossNet employs a utilitarian tone of voice while field unit intranets lean
toward a more informal tone of voice
– The use of the Red Cross branding elements (e.g. logos), terms and design
assets (e.g. photography) varies between CrossNet and Field Unit intranets
“Tone of Voice” is characterized as the manifestation of a brand’s attributes through the use of words and imagery
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Tone of voice
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Consumerization & web 2.0
• CrossNet and the local intranets (excluding the New York Chapter
site) are not keeping pace with contemporary online experiences
that employees and volunteers have come to expect as
consumers
• There are few, to no, examples
–
–
–
–
–

Site customization or information personalization
Integration with existing social networks
Sharing & Collaboration (e.g. bookmarks, chat, wikis, live editing)
User Generated Content (e.g. rating, commenting & tagging)
Recommendations (e.g. people who read this doc also read this doc)
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Consumerization & web 2.0
vs.

The Greater New York
Chapter site organizes
information and employs
a variety of contemporary
features and functionality
(e.g. user profile,
personalization, hooks
into social networks, user
generated content, etc.)
Delmarva Peninsula Chapter
intranet exemplifies the
predominant experience
offered at the Red Cross
today -- the state of the web
from several years ago.
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Preliminary opportunities
• Usability
– Apply web design best practices to reduce usability friction and increase
findability
• Use AJAX or similar technologies (avoid reloading pages)
• Use context aware interaction design (highlight buttons, remember interaction
states)
• Improve metadata to enable advanced search functionality
• Streamline log-in process to optimize page transitions and improve user flows

• Content volume & relevancy
– Establish a governance model and processes around content creation,
distribution, management and retirement
– Provide users the ability to rate, comment, flag content
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Preliminary opportunities (cont’d)
• Tone of voice
– Expand/encourage adoption of editorial guidelines that align with the
organization’s brand attributes while harmonizing national/local voices
– Emphasize the visual & brand style guide that provides local chapters the
flexibility to express their individualism within a set of boundaries
– Expand asset libraries for common and approved visual assets to promote
consistency where it makes sense and evolve governance model for
adoption

• No “one stop shop”
– Establish pattern libraries for common tools and functionality (e.g.
calendars)

• Consumerization & web 2.0
– Upgrade the technical platform to support contemporary features and
functionality and leverage a service oriented architecture for plug and play
applications
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Stakeholder Interviews: Intranet
Stakeholder Findings Report
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Purpose
The purpose of the stakeholder interviews were intended to help
Razorfish better understand the following
• Organizational Context
• Organizational Challenges
• Intranet Challenges
• Intranet Opportunities
As part of next steps, Razorfish will
• Assess implications of stakeholder findings
• Review findings in the context of user findings
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Interviewees
The following stakeholders were interviewed between 4/14 and 5/6
CEO & President

Chapter Operations

International Services

Divisional Leaders

Gail McGovern

Jerry DeFrancisco

David Meltzer

Jim Starr

Joe White
Chief Public Affairs Officer
Suzy DeFrancis

Jim Hamilton
Web Operations

Communications

Laura Coleman

Roger Lowe
Chief Marketing Officer

Brian McArther

Peggy Dyer

Chapter Executives
Fran Maher

Social Media

Terry Bischoff

Wendy Harman
Biomedical Services

Chief Financial Officer

Shaun Gilmore

Product Management

Brian Rhoa

Darren Irby

Steve Rieve

Human Resources

Disaster Services

Enterprise CRM

Melissa Hurst

Joe Becker

Banafsheh Ghassemi

Office of Volunteers

Service to Armed Forces

Research

Pam Farr

Sherry Brown

Sharron Silva
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Business Themes
Business Environment
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Movement toward centralization
To restore financial stability and ensure accountability, the
organization’s operating model is shifting toward greater
centralization.
• Back-office functions are being centralized
– HRIS
– Accounting Centers

• The brand, to some degree, is being centralized
– Focus on One Red Cross or the Red Cross
– Respect and acknowledgement of local brand equity

• Service delivery will remain decentralized
“In places where we *should* have top down control, we don’t (for example, policy, financial controls, etc.).
Where grassroots *should* be springing up, we have too much.”
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New reporting structures
Closely related to the centralization efforts are significant changes in
reporting structures.
• New appointments to the Executive Management team reporting
directly to the CEO
• New DVPs in place for 10 divisions reporting to President of
Humanitarian Services
• Chapter Executives reporting to HQ via DVPs (as opposed to
regional boards)
• Greater oversight over volunteers at HQ as compared to previous
years via Office of Volunteers
“Frankly, there are major sweeping changes to chapters on governance.”
“There’s a real org structure in place now, geography-based, that has a hierarchy associated with it.”
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Acceptance in the field
Though chapter executives are onboard with the new changes, there
is some feeling of apprehension.
• Less autonomy
• Changing leadership and roles at both NHQ and regions
• Concern about HQ’s ability to fully understand the variety of
Chapter needs and operations

“It’s tough to report to a DVP. What I’d really like is for biggest chapters to report directly to jerry and create a
forum where we can regularly cross-pollinate…it just feels like we’re trying to homogenize red across the
geography, but it’s a squandering effort…because there are so many flavors of chapters.”
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A ‘transparent’ philosophy
To alleviate some of the concern in the field (as well as better serve
information to the public), HQ is adopting a culture of transparency.
• Finances
• Openness of Information
• Encouragement of bottom-up communication

“Of course people shouldn’t have patient records and people’s financial records [and such].
But everything else should be transparent. It’s naive to have [so many] security levels.”
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Business Themes
Organizational Challenges
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Like any other enterprise in a state of flux,
internal issues are surfacing (and even
perhaps magnified).
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Gaps in communication strategy
The current communications strategy does not ensure that
messages are delivered to all the people they need to be delivered
to, nor does it support a bottom-up strategy.
• Excessive email communications
– Inability of recipient to prioritize messages or flag critical ones
– ‘Lost’ in inbox

• Absence of a comprehensive ‘reach’ tool
– No dl’s or communication vehicles to reach all or most of the Red Cross
internal constituents

• Frequent breakdowns in communications chain
– HQ  DVPs  Regional Executive  Field
a universal
feeling
thatthe
national
operates
on its own and doesn’t‘up’
listen to the field.”
• No“There’s
systematic
way
for
field
to communicate

“There are so many emails flying around that it’s hard for the field to recognize what’s important and what’s not.”
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Limitations in collaboration infrastructure
Though specific efforts are targeted at knowledge exchange (e.g.,
Best Practices), the current strategy is not robust enough to support
the type of national collaboration desired.
• Relative to email and high touch communications, current tools
that enable collaboration are not easier, faster or widely adopted,
limiting scalability to a user’s immediate network
• Lack of awareness about who is who in the organization and what
skill sets reside where (e.g., social media, office of volunteers,
market research, etc.)

“Right now, collaboration amounts to ‘Reply-All’!”
“I’m not sure the field even knows that the Office of Volunteers exists…”
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Challenges to a ‘One Red Cross’ strategy
*Regional Finding (DVPs/Chapter Executives)

Chapters are concerned that a ‘One Red Cross’ strategy might imply
a ‘one size fits all’ philosophy.
• Diversity of chapters in terms of maturity and needs
– More sophisticated chapters fear having to move backwards while less
sophisticated chapters benefit

• Distinct Characteristics
– Cultural nuances (e.g., NJ identifies with towns, but Virginia identifies with
its counties)
– “High” disaster areas vs. steady state zones
– Different streams of revenue

• Equity entrenched in local Red Cross brand
“We can’t move with
backwards.
We will, of
course,
support a national effort.
National
Red
Cross/National
HQ
• Lack of identifying
But we can’t dumb down our operations.”
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Local readiness to absorb change
*Regional Finding (DVPs/Chapter Executives)

• Absorbing some of the change pushed by HQ is proving to be
demanding with little abatement in sight.
• Shifting skill sets
– Turning executives traditionally focused on operations into externally-facing
agents

• Standardization still in infancy
– Buying into ‘One Red Cross’ when so many operational aspects are still not
standardized from region to region

• Volume of change being pushed
– Examples: New learning management system, HRIS, Disaster management
system, project COE, technology upgrades, etc.

• Demand on time
– Chapters are already busy and feel the ‘burden’ of having to attend meetings
around new efforts/mandates
“We’re being told to pursue National strategy, but the infrastructure isn’t actually in place yet to pursue the new red
cross.” “We’re shifting chapter executives away from operations and into an external-facing position that involves
building relationships, visibility, partnerships, etc. That’s a major cultural shift and asking someone who’s more
operations focused to suddenly become a sales person is not always an easy fit.”
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LOB silos
Until now, the 5 lines of businesses have operated virtually
independent of each other.
• Limited collaboration
• Limited interaction
• Unique offerings (e.g., transactional vs. service-oriented)
• Different needs (e.g., blood services and regulatory environment)
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Under-representation of internal segments
Certain internal constituents are under-represented in the
organization.
• LOBs
– International Services
• Tremendous impact on brand, but small impact on revenue

– Service to Armed Forces
• Humility around marketing services performed

• Volunteers
– Perception that there is a wall between employees and volunteers (that
impacts volunteers detrimentally)
“Service to Armed Forces is one of several business lines and, at that, it’s the smallest business unit in terms of
budget and outlay. We talk about disaster, we talk about blood. But we don’t talk about service to the armed
forces.” “There needs to be a stronger voice for volunteers when we’re thinking through or about strategic
volunteers.”
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Historical HQ performance
*Regional Finding (DVPs/Chapter Executives)

Based on prior experience, there are serious concerns around
whether HQ can achieve the vision is setting out to accomplish (i.e.,
standardization, ‘One Red Cross’, technology upgrade, etc.).
• Have not always embraced technology
• Track-record on previous projects
• Issues with HRIS roll-out

“There’s some lack of confidence. Our history and success rate in technology is abysmal.”
“Historically, there’s been a lack of management and a lack of trust.”
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Additional business challenges
In addition to working through organizational issues, stakeholders
face other macro business challenges as well.
• Fundraising, especially during steady states
• Improving service delivery
• Donor engagement and retention (blood and $)
• Volunteer engagement and retention
• Blood employee retention
• Maintaining relevance in communities
• Attracting youth
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Business Themes
Organizational Triumphs

40

However, it’s clear that ingenuity and heart
drive the organization.
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Grassroots collaboration
Many groups, some sanctioned and some not, have self-formed to
encourage cross-pollination.
• Vital 12
• Metro Managers
• National Youth Council
• National Leadership Council
• Board of Governors Council

“Most of the big chapters don’t have institutional connections with each other. But some of the big chapters formed
‘Metro Managers’ as a place to learn from each other…it’s not sanctioned by national.”
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Sophisticated solutions
Some have developed impressive solutions to efficiently manage
internal operations.
• myRedCross.com (NY Chapter)
• Compass Regional Blood Intranet (Western Blood Region)
• Disaster Services Metrics Dashboard (HQ)
• Financial Update Webinars (HQ)

“There’s a dashboard that gets reviewed with the team because we measure a lot of metrics in Disaster Services.
We measure speed to scale, did we hit 90% of capacity within 72 hours, efficiency metrics, metrics around lodging
and travel, satisfaction indexes, capacity…we grade each other in terms of risk and capability to respond and we
identify risk regions.”
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Biomedical Services as a learning model
Though Humanitarian Services has to contend with a dramatically
wider array of diversity, the organization can look to Biomedical
Services as a learning model for greater centralization.
• Usually the first LOB to experience a project rollout
• Centralization has been in place for years (per regulatory nature
of business)

“BioMed is further along in the evolution of centralizing. They’ve recognized the need for repeatable processes.
With chapters, there is so much diversity, it is difficult to standardize.”
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HQ’s dedication to the field
Stakeholders at HQ are unwavering in their objective to serve
employees and volunteers in the field.
• Mindful of field challenges
• Respect for ingenuity in the field
• Acknowledgement of local service, stories and leadership
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Universal loyalty to the ‘mission’
Most importantly, there is an unyielding dedication to the mission of
the Red Cross across the entire organization (HQ, chapters, blood
regions, employees, volunteers).
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Intranet Themes
CrossNet Challenges
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CrossNet’s shortfalls preclude it from being
appreciated as a valid enterprise platform.
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Findability of information
Without a doubt, CrossNet’s top barrier to adoption is the difficulty
in finding information.
• Weak search capability
• Navigation is not intuitive
• Amount of content is overwhelming

“Everybody hates CrossNet, but its reputation is worse than what it is or deserved. The problem is that
EVERYTHING goes up [on it], but nobody looks at it with an eye toward if it’s rational.”
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Access
Access to CrossNet itself is a challenge.
• Volunteer Access
– Not all volunteers get an email and, therefore, a username and password
– Not all volunteers are even aware of CrossNet
– Internal debate on whether all volunteers or only a subset of volunteers
should have access
• Most say all should receive access
• Some disagree and feel that only ‘regular’ volunteers should have access

• Usernames and passwords expire in incremental periods
• Difficult for users to access remotely, especially when a computer
is not accessible or routinely available
“All volunteers should have access to this tool…
but the bigger issue is that crossnet usernames and passwords expire too fast.”
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Feature limitations
There are a number of limitations that make CrossNet less desirable
to use as both a recipient or publisher.
• No ability to set additional security settings for confidential
content (note: this is a particularly sensitive issue for Biomedical
Services)
• ‘Push’ only
• No collaboration or community features
• No regional workspaces

“The thing about CrossNet is how do we make this thing usable so that in the 21st century,
it’s a tool for the day-in and day-out.”
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Governance
Governance around CrossNet does not support a proactive approach
to managing content.
• Content upload fall on the shoulders of only a handful of
individuals
• Lack of clarity over who is responsible for removing or archiving
content
• No enterprise mandate to use CrossNet as the primary vehicle to
post important content
• No relationship between regional webgroups and national
webgroup
“As far as Crossnet, there’s no time for strategizing. It’s just get the ‘content up there!’
[The current model] makes it tough to get out of a reactive mode.”
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Alternative Solutions
Finally, the shortfalls of CrossNet have led to a proliferation of
alternatives that can be used in addition/in lieu of CrossNet.
• Sharepoints
• Neighborhoods
• Regional intranets
• RCO

“Sharepoints have a lot of downfalls associated with them, but it at least offers security. “
“Crossnet is so hard to navigate that I sometimes just use RCO as a workaround.”
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Intranet Themes
CrossNet Future Vision
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Across the board, the folks are excited about
what CrossNet could be!
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Visions for CrossNet
• An opportunity to empower employees and volunteers to carry
out the Red Cross mission
• A resource where employees and volunteers can access the type
of things that make their job easier
• A platform to create a true ‘One Red Cross’ community
• A true enterprise resource for knowledge management
• The enabler of collaboration across geos
• The enabler to standardization across operations
• A robust training portal
• An opportunity to brand the Red Cross work experience
• Our very own Google
• The indispensible morning cup of coffee
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Wishlist for CrossNet: Features
The following features/facets are on the wishlist for CrossNet’s
future iterations.
• Integration with Sharepoints, Neighborhoods, Disaster
Management systems and RCO
• Quick click access to HR functions
• Mobile site / Easier access in remote locations
• Push functionalities / RSS Feed
• Customization (i.e., think iGoogle)
• Collaboration tools
“I would like RSS feeds for topics of particular interest to me –most needed on CrossNet. And I would like to be
able to set up my own homepage – like Igoogle – with a customized selection of items from CrossNet, RCO and
iGoogle.”
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Wishlist for CrossNet: Content
The following types of content are on the wishlist for CrossNet’s
future iterations.
• Organizational structure
• Company directory
• Training content/modules
• Standard forms related to HR and operations
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CrossNet governance
Though not explored in-depth, some stakeholders responded
positively to a shared contribution model moving forward.
• Sharing publishing responsibilities
• Leveraging CrossNet as the primary resource for ‘reaching’ users
(though, being mindful of what types of messages get posted on
CrossNet vs. following a ‘chain of command’ first)
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Lessons Learned
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Lessons learned
Based on experience as well as recent rollouts of projects such as
HRIS and COE, stakeholders offered the following advice.
• Trust is the key enabler for success
• Get input from the field, but don’t expect consensus and don’t let
that stop forward progress
• Don’t hang our hat on a ‘wow’ factor or on what CrossNet will be;
focus on the plan to realize the vision because that is where the
organization has often failed, especially in technology
• Design for the 80/20 rule
• Keep it simple
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Primary User Research: Intranets
Group Interview Findings Report
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Background
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Research objectives and methodology
• Part of a larger primary research effort to validate and discover
needs of the Red Cross employees and volunteers in national and
local domains of the organization, the group interviews focused
on
–
–
–
–

Understanding roles and work practices
Communication and collaboration challenges of service delivery
Attitudinal and behavioral orientations
How an intranet can support the work

• Research consisted of
– Semi-structured, qualitative interviews with 17 groups
– Mix of in-person and phone
– Mix of roles, levels, geographies and organizational association
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Participant groups
The following groups were interviewed between 5/4 and 5/11
Chapters

NHQ

Volunteers

Greater New York

PHSS

Emergency Services
(Intl/SAF)

San Antonio Area

Office of Volunteers

Tiffany
Circle/Fundraising

Greater Kansas City

Emergency Services

PHSS
(Instructors/Training)

Bay Area

Development and
Marketing

Disaster

Mid-America Division

Biomed

Biomed

HR, Finance, IT
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Introduction
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*

“The running joke at the Red Cross is:
‘It’s on CrossNet.’ “
People came ready to voice their issues with the intranet…
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…raising several known issues at the outset
• A consistent set of pain points was expressed by all groups
– No confidence in intranet search
– No single sign-on or simple, user-friendly process for getting/resetting
passwords and gaining access to sites — particularly for Volunteers
– No easy way to remotely access the intranet
– Too much content and confusing organization scheme
– Outdated content and incompatible naming conventions
– Too many clicks to get to needed content
– Browser compatibility
– Little control or autonomy in getting content posted
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Looking past the known, common needs emerge
• Provide us with tools which represent the Red Cross dynamically
• Help us spend more time on service delivery
• Support our ability to connect within and between National, Local
and International levels of the organization
• Provide structure for shared interactions and communities
• Support the ability to work anytime, anywhere
• Make it easier for us to discover relationships through others
work both current and past
• Encourage a culture of sharing and provide a way for us to
contribute ideas
• Help us capture knowledge created in context of all services—
biomed, humanitarian, education and support
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Key Findings
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*

“You take pride in the exercise of actually
finding what you need after a LOT of effort. “
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Key findings: Work practices and communication
• Employees have become extremely adept at doing inefficient
things
–
–
–
–
–
–

Cold calling from org charts to find needed expertise
Using human “Googles” for content search requests
Filing email blasts to use the links as intranet navigation
Replicating intranet content and hoarding it on personal systems
Updating the same information on multiple web properties
Using ad hoc procedures for processing site content

• These workarounds only address symptoms and not the root
causes — overabundance of information and outdated content,
inability to find content and expertise, static, gated content
workflows, and limited support for collaboration
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Key findings: Work practices and communication
• An over reliance on the email channel results in high frequency
volume that makes it difficult to find relevant content and
diminishes trust in communications
• No confidence in the intranet search engine leads to
workarounds, and use of other tools
• Lack of systematic ways to find expertise forces people to rely on
personal networks or cold calling and results in “find and hide”
behavior
• Limited resources and static content production workflow push
people to Sharepoint or shared drives which offer autonomy and
control
• Constant personnel turnover and no ability to transfer content
ownership results in “reinventing the wheel”
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*

“Everyone wears something like six different
hats. What I need depends on what hat I’m
wearing at the moment. “
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Key findings: Roles and expertise
• The Red Cross personnel often perform multiple roles and have
information needs that cross lines of business, forcing people to
tunnel through multiple LOB communications and web properties
to locate the information they require
• Job titles or roles rarely provide insight into someone’s expertise
or experience making it hard to know who to contact
• In many areas of the Red Cross, the distinction between
employees and volunteers is blurred. Depth of engagement with
the Red Cross and what services the person is engaged with are
more useful divisions than role designation
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*

“I have no idea how much communication a
Chapter gets from groups outside my own
line of business. “
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Key findings: Relationships
• The relationship between National and Local is mostly one-way.
National pushes information out to Chapters
– Finding the right balance between too much or too little is difficult with no
feedback from the field
– Getting the information to the chapters in a timely fashion is critical but
tough to achieve give the fragmentation of communication vehicles

• There is friction in relationships between NHQ and the Chapter
and between Chapters. They exhibit or express
– Loss of identity with the move towards One Red Cross
– Fear of a disconnect between local needs and standards
– Territorial behavior regarding homegrown chapter processes and work
tools or resources
– Doubt that NHQ can deliver on initiatives
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What should an Intranet be?
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Key findings: Orientation to the intranet
• There is no shared vision for what an intranet is or what it’s purpose
should be:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

“It’s a tool that helps people get their jobs done quickly and effectively.”
“It’s a one stop shop — gateway access to all the resources we need.”
“It’s for organizational sharing of knowledge.”
“CrossNet is Chapter communication. It may not be relevant for LOBs.”
“It’s weird that CrossNet is used to push content to Chapters.”
“CrossNet is very much about National. It’s a resource to share amongst
themselves.”
“It’s the place to go when you can’t find the answer locally and have to go to
National.”
“It’s a resource center for employee information.”
“It’s the place for corporate to share internal information not available to the
public.”
“At best, it’s a filing cabinet, a document repository.”
“It should be the digital center of my life at the Red Cross.”
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Key findings: Barriers to adoption
• People also expressed a number of barriers that could derail the
successful development and adoption of a new intranet
– Content migration
• The hoarder’s dilemma
• Ownership issues: no clarity on who owns what, extra layers of approval,
and abandoned content due to turnover

–
–
–
–

Lack of introductory training and self-service tutorials
Lack of subject matter experts to own and manage Intranet content
Focusing on a time-driven effort vs. the quality of the effort
Entitlement issues
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*

“It should be the iTranet.“

Employees and volunteers of the Red Cross have a keen sense
of how digital can support them in their work.
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Blue sky CrossNet
• Make it customizable (think iGoogle)
• Organize by tasks or subjects to avoid organizational silos
• Create FAQs that address frequently asked and “answered many times
over” questions
• Provide online tutorials in various flavors — training for CrossNet itself
and for new employees and volunteers
• Allow people to opt-in or subscribe to content and updates, set
frequency of delivery and set notifications or alerts. Conversely, allow
content creators to get notification when content is downloaded or
viewed
• Build in personalization features that help weed out content not
relevant to individuals
• Make it dynamic
• Create and post tools that help people become effective marketers and
sales people
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Blue sky CrossNet (cont’d)
• Create a smart directory
–
–
–
–

Allow tagging of people and groups
Create rich profiles that indicate subject matter expertise in addition to title
Make it easy to change
Make it inclusive of all internal ARC constituents (LOBs, Chapters, Blood
regions and SAF stations), as well as vetted external resources and authorized
providers

• Encourage collaboration through relationship mapping (“Let me see
what others are working on.”) and recommendations (“People who
looked at this also viewed…”)
• Provide a more direct process for publishing
• Create user generated feedback mechanisms for content quality and
usefulness (think user ratings, popularity, delicious tags,
following/followers, etc) as well as easy to access and understand
metrics to aid in decision-making and prioritization of communications
(think WebTrends)
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Blue sky CrossNet (cont’d)
• Provide dashboards that allow Chapters to input location and receive
both up-to-date market and competitive data as well as historical data
to aid in planning
• Create archive system that allows for research and content scaffolding
(building on existing work instead of starting from scratch)
• Integrate social network and news feeds (Blog, Twitter, Facebook, etc)
to bring public voice and major news that might affects planning or
service delivery
• Leverage organizational knowledge by creating workspaces for different
constituents to connect
• Develop tiered access to keep certain internal information secure
• Provide more accurate/real-time information even if it means access
needs to be restricted
• Provide customizable templates to reduce “reinventing the wheel”
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Blue sky CrossNet (cont’d)
• Humanize the intranet with tone and look and feel
• Make the intranet available from anywhere
• For groups that need it, give quick access to the things I need
(travel expense forms, benefits, etc) in addition to content
relevant to my role and interests
• Make it easier to maintain by building expiration dates into
content and provide content usage guidelines to ease fears of
information errantly “making it’s way public”
• Create an organizational calendar that can be customized
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Primary User Research: Intranets
User Survey Analysis
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• Executive summary
• Detailed findings
– Current intranet usage
– Considerations for future intranet

• Appendix
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– Biomedical Services vs. Humanitarian Services data
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Survey Background
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Survey background
• The “CrossNet” survey was fielded April 29 to May 10
• The primary recruitment method including links on CrossNet and
email communications
• The objective of the survey was as follows
– Gauge current behavior on CrossNet
– Quantify the opportunities around potential features and functionalities
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Sample background
The sample includes 1,191 respondents, with a skew toward field employees
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Sample details: Age
64% of the sample falls between the ages of 41 and 69
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Sample details: Volunteers
Volunteers make up 14% of the sample
90%+ volunteers are affiliated with regions (just 7% are from HQ) provide their
services on a consistent basis (only 6% are episodic volunteers)
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Sample details: HQ employees
HQ employees make up 23% of the sample; roughly half work in specific LOBs
while the other half work in operational roles
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Sample details: Regional employees
Regional employees represent 77% of the sample; over half of this sample works
within a specific LOB
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Executive Summary
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Executive summary
•

Current intranet usage is in line with stakeholder research
– Users generally access a “set” of intranet or “intranet-like” sites to meet needs (e.g.,
CrossNet, Neighborhoods, Sharepoints, Region-specific intranets)
– The site is a more engaging for users within Humanitarian Services than Biomedical Services
– The top challenge for CrossNet is the findability of information

•
•
•

The response to including social features in the next iteration of CrossNet is very
well-received, highlighting the organization’s readiness for a more collaborative
culture
However, users’ priorities also include easily accessing intranet content remotely
and having access to the regional information that is relevant to their jobs
Other major opportunities for the intranet include:
– Serving as a platform for standardization
– Serving as a 2-way communication tool around feedback
– Providing more robust training

•

Finally, differences between biomedical services and humanitarian services tend to
be more significant than those between employees vs. volunteers and
headquarters vs. regions
– Users within Humanitarian Services are more likely to embrace social tools than users within
Biomedical Services.
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Detailed Findings
Current Intranet Usage
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Nearly the entire sample has used CrossNet in the past
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CrossNet is a daily tool for 2 in 3 users
Employees, HQ and HS are more likely to leverage CrossNet as a daily tool than their
respective counterparts
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The most popular content on CrossNet includes LOB-specific content and
company news
However, there are notable differences in how segments engage with CrossNet in terms of
content accessed
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Biomedical users engage the least with CrossNet content
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Over half access other intranets or “intranet-like” sites
Neighborhoods are the most popular sites, but 18% indicate the use of other discrete
intranets (e.g., regional intranets)
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71% of these users access the other intranets or “intranet-like” sites
regularly
About half of those using intranet-like sites other than CrossNet are visiting them regularly
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10% actually replace CrossNet altogether with these sites
22% prefer other intranet-like sites to accomplish certain (but not all) tasks
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Preference for other “intranet-like” sites is driven not just by content, but
by ease of use
37% also indicate that the other “intranet-like” sites they prefer are easier to access
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About 1 in 3 internal users also regularly use redcross.org to complete
job-related activities
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From users’ perspective, the primary challenge with CrossNet is the
findability of information
• Search is difficult
– “From some of the questions in this survey, I thought ‘Wow, I didn't know that type
of information was available on CrossNet’. I guess that is why we have the cliché, "if
you want to hide something, put it on CrossNet".

• Information is outdated
– “I think it [CrossNet] is indispensable. Right now, some of the content is out of date
and that concerns me. When it is well maintained, it is the most valuable resource I
have.”

• Lack of training is an obstacle
– “I think the biggest issue with CrossNet has to do with the fact that there is no
training in how to use it. This should be part of an orientation process for staff and
volunteers (perhaps an online course that can be accessed via the internet)and
which explains the concept of an Intranet. I can recall the first time I was provided
access to CrossNet, I wondered, "now what". It was very confusing for me. Now...I
couldn't live without it!”
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Detailed Findings
Considerations for Future Intranet
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Lack of standardization is the top challenge users face
Difficulty in collaborating and sharing feedback are also significant issues
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Users indicate that the most important feature of the intranet is remote
access
However, collaboration, personalization and publishing features are also ‘very’ important to
over half of respondents
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What do users mean by remote access?
• The ability to access in multiple locations
– “Because our chapter serves 7 counties in southwest Alabama, it would be
helpful to be able to access the intranet when working from any of these
locations or via a laptop while out in the field.”

• The ability to access via mobile web
– “I work a lot in the field with a blackberry, or in a disaster where traditional
connectivity is not available. We cover a large jurisdiction and Blackberry
Access would aid me greatly.”
– “As the Emergency Services Director for our chapter, it is important that I am
able to the get information I need whenever and wherever I am. A mobile site
for CrossNet that could be easily accessed via a smartphone, iPod Touch or
other web enabled device would be ideal.”
– “I am not always in my office - would like to be able to easily access it from my
mobile device.”
– “I travel a great deal and need to access talking points, updates, etc. from my
mobile phone.”
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Users are ‘very’ likely to use all collaboration features proposed
More users in Humanitarian Services are likely to use collaboration features than users in
Biomedical Services
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Overall, operations is the most popular topic for user collaboration
50% volunteers want to collaborate on improving service response time
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77% are interested in a push notification feature for intranet content
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Users prefer notifications relevant to their specific area of work
However, half are interested in notifications from senior management
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66% find it “very” important to have the ability to communicate via
social tools during disasters
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Overall, opinion is split as to whether the ideal intranet is focused
nationally or locally
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Regional users, however, clearly prefer a locally-focused or customized
intranet
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Users in biomedical services also have a clear preference for a regionallyfocused or customized intranet
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Thank you!
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